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Predicting Ethnic Boundaries
Sun-Ki Chai

It is increasingly accepted within the social sciences that ethnic boundaries are not fixed, 
but contingent and socially constructed. As a result, predicting the location of ethnic 
boundaries across time and space has become a crucial but unresolved issue, with some 
scholars arguing that the study of ethnic boundaries and predictive social science are fun-
damentally incompatible. This paper attempts to show otherwise, presenting perhaps the 
first general, predictive theory of ethnic boundary formation, one that combines a coher-
ence-based model of identity with a rational choice model of action. It then tests the the-
ory’s predictions, focusing in particular on the size of populations generated by alternative 
boundary criteria. Analysis is performed using multiple datasets containing information 
about ethnic groups around the world, as well as the countries in which they reside.

Perhaps the best-known innovation in contemporary
theories of ethnicity is the idea that ethnic boundaries
are not predetermined by biology or custom, but malle-
able and responsive to changes in the surrounding social
environment. Ethnicity is seen to be socially con-
structed, and the nature of this construction is seen to
vary from situation to situation.1 This in turn has linked
to a more general concern with the contruction of social
boundaries in general, including class, gender, and pro-
fession.2 Nonetheless, little work has been done to gen-
erate a positive theory of ethnic boundary formation,
one that can predict what sorts of ethnic identities will
be formed under different circumstances, and how these
identities will affect collective action. This paper presents
such a theory, then tests parts of it against multiple
cross-national ethnic datasets.

Existing Literature
Part of the problem in devising a positive theory of
boundaries has been the difficulty in coming up with a
consensually-held definition of ‘ethnicity.’ However, the
recent tendency in international social science, one that
is adopted here, has been to define ethnicity broadly as

encompassing all ascriptively-based group boundaries,
including those based upon race, religion, language,
and/or region. Characteristics such as religion, language,
and region are viewed as ascriptive rather than cultural
because they are typically defined for purposes of ethnic-
ity to refer not to the current practice or location of indi-
viduals, but rather to their lineage, the customs of their
ancestors. Hence, while individuals may adopt new lan-
guages, lapse or change religions, or alter their places of
residence, it is much more difficult for them to change
their ethnicity, even when ethnicity is based upon such
characteristics.

Some scholars argue that viewing race as a kind of
ethnicity downplays the extent of racial discrimination
in U.S. society by overgeneralizing from white immi-
grant experiences. However, while this may reflect the
past use of these concepts in the U.S. context, there is
nothing in defining race as a type of ethnicity that
forces social scientists to treat all bases for ethnicity as
having equal salience. Indeed, the focus in this article
will be on showing how certain ascriptive characteris-
tics tend to be more salient than others according to
each set of circumstances. Overall, a more encompass-
ing definition of ethnicity has been gaining ground due
to the recognition that all ascriptive categories, including
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race, are defined in a way that is socially rather than
biologically determined.3

Sociological theories of ethnicity have customarily been
divided between two approaches, the ‘circumstantial’ and
the ‘primordial’.4 Circumstantial theories emphasize the
instrumental basis for ethnicity, particularly the role of self-
interested rational action, while primordial theories
emphasize identity based upon affective ties. Each
approach, however, has been seen as incomplete in explain-
ing the problem of ethnic boundaries, i.e. the criteria that
determine membership within active ethnic groups.

The established body of literature in the primordial
approach has usually been characterized as emphasizing
the role of ancient history or kinship as the basis for
affective, emotional attachments, which in turn form the
basis for ethnic boundaries. Among the more prominent
of these writings are Shils’ examination of how the
expansion of family ties acts as the basis for larger-scale
ethnic relationships, and Geertz’s extension of the
notion of ‘ineffability’ to describe ties based upon a
wider range of ascriptive factors such as religion, lan-
guage, and region.5 Somewhat more recent versions
include Isaac’s presentation of the need for ‘basic group
identity’ as a human universal and Stack’s examination
of the ‘primordial challenge’ in the modern world.6

These writings are often criticized as ignoring the pos-
sibility of change in ethnic boundaries, and the plentiful
evidence they shift over time in response to political and
economic factors. From events of recent history, it has
become clear that the salience and even definition of cat-
egories, from ‘Latino’ and ‘Asian’, to ‘Hutu’ and ‘Tutsi’,
and to ‘Croat’ and ‘Serb’, has been far from stable and
uncontested. In many parts of the developing world, the
most prominent ethnic groups are of rather recent vin-
tage, emerging as salient social entities only in the twen-
tieth century. Moreover, primordial theories are also
criticized for ignoring the fact that the particular ascrip-
tive factor salient to ethnic boundaries varies according
to situation. In some places, skin color forms the basis
for ethnic divisions, in other parts, language, religion, or
some combination thereof.

In part, these criticisms of primordial theories are
misplaced. None of the above authors claim that kinship
and ancient history are the only causes of ethnic bound-
aries. Indeed, they highlight the role of social change in
generating ethnicity out of more parochial attachments.
However, it is nonetheless true that these theories do not
specify why certain ascriptive characteristics are chosen
over others as the basis for ethnic boundaries, or why a
particular set of boundaries may become more or less
salient over time.7

Perhaps because of this, the circumstantial approach
has predominated in recent decades over the primordial
approach in the study of ethnicity. In particular, there
have been a wide range of prominent theories that focus
on the calculation of economic interest and its role in
the rise and fall of collective action within a particular set
of ethnic boundaries. Prominent examples among these
include Hechter’s theory of internal colonialism. Nagel
and Olzak’s competition theory, Bonacich’s theory of
split labor markets, Rogowski’s theory of pillarization,
and Banton’s theory of ethnic monopolies.8 Each of
these theories isolates certain economic characteristics,
and argues that presence of these characteristics within a
given ethnic group determines the perception of mutual
self-interest among group members, and hence is the
key to predicting its changing level of collective action at
different points in time. Hechter’s theory centers around
income and occupational concentration, Nagel and
Olzak’s on occupational overlap with other groups, and
Bonacich’s on occupational overlap and combined with
income differences. Banton’s theory focuses on the
monopolization by a group of certain economic goods,
and Rogowski’s on economic self-sufficiency.9

One strength shared by these theories is that they
provide falsifiable predictions about the activity level of
particular ethnic groups. However, rather than examin-
ing alternative sets of boundary criteria in order to pre-
dict which will become salient for collective action, they
focus on a particular set of ascripitive criteria, which
they deem as defining the ethnic group, and seek to pre-
dict when it will become more or less salient for those
enclosed by the criteria. In other words, rather than
seeking to account for the location of ethnic bounda-
ries, they take a fixed location and seek to account for
variations in its importance for organization-building
and collective action. This inability to account for the
location of boundaries is inherent in their focus on
material self-interest as the main determinant of sali-
ence. Indeed, the logic of material self-interest would
seem to imply that boundaries for groups engaged in
collective action ought to be based on economic charac-
teristics such as income level and occupation, rather
than ascriptive characteristics such as race, language,
religion, and region. Hence, these theories seem to view
ethnicity as, at most, an incidental appendage to eco-
nomically-based interest-group formation rather than
as a causal factor in its own right. Nor do these theories
explain the strong role that identity linked to ascriptive
ties plays in the justification that ethnic groups put for-
ward for their activity, as well as the related fact that
individuals often seem to genuinely sacrifice their own
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interests and in extreme cases, their own lives for the
sake of their ethnic groups.

Given the respective criticisms directed against the
two approaches, efforts have been made in recent years
to devise a new approach that combines aspects of both
primordial and circumstantial analysis. Such an
approach is sometimes called ‘constructionist’ in the
sense that it explicitly recognizes the independent role of
ascriptively-based affective attachments in determining
ethnic group boundaries, yet also discusses the way in
which such attachments are negotiated and mobilized in
a dynamic fashion in reaction to political and economic
incentives.10

Much of the constructionist literature focuses on case
studies of ethnic groups within the U.S. Among the most
prominent works is Alba’s analysis of the declining sali-
ence of European national background in the behavior
of Americans, and its replacement by a more encom-
passing white ethnicity.11 Another is Waters’ examination
of individual choice in the development of American
ethnicities. In it, she argues that white Americans, by vir-
tue of their socioeconomic position, possess a wider
range of options regarding ethnic identification than
non-whites.12

Constructionism is also well-represented in the litera-
ture on Asian-American ethnicity. Espiritu’s pioneering
work describes how the creation of a pan-Asian identity
encompassing different national origin groups took
place through a process of common struggle for mutu-
ally desired political goals.13 More recently, Okamoto
has investigated this process quantitatively, testing a set
of propositions on when a pan-ethnic boundary will be
more salient than national origin-based ethnicity
amoung Asian-Americans.14

Work on other American minority groups also
focuses on the dynamic process of ethnicity creation. In
her study of native American groups, Nagel has exam-
ined how U.S. government policy and increased oppor-
tunities for activism created incentives for ‘red power’
rather than assimilation.15 Cornell focuses, among other
things, on movement by native Americans into urban
areas, where tribal groups were too small and weak to be
politically effective.16

There is a largely separate literature investigating eth-
nic group construction globally, specifically with regards
to nationalism. This literature is often tied to notions of
the ‘invention of tradition’.17 Perhaps the best known
work in this field is Anderson’s examination of the role
of capitalism and mass communications in the facilitation
of ‘imagined communities’, i.e. groups whose common
identity was not based on face-to-face interactions.18

Gellner, similarly, focuses on the rise of capitalism and
the modern state, which in turn generates the need for a
unifying language and culture for political units.19 Their
work echoes some ideas from Deutsch’s earlier analysis
of the role of social mobilization and communication
technology in promoting nationalism.20

These constructionist works lean more to the circum-
stantialist side of the spectrum. Indeed, their main conc-
esion to the importance of ascriptive commonality is the
practical importance of common language as a facilitat-
ing factor in the formation of national groups. On the
other hand, Smith’s work on ‘ethnosymbolism’ leans
more toward the primordial; it views nationalism as an
activation of historic, non-instrumental ethnic com-
munity (ethnic) attachments.21 Both literatures link
nationalism to some existing conception of ethnicity,
without emphasizing the multiplicity of boundary crite-
ria from which ethnicity (and thus nationalism) can be
chosen, much less how they are chosen.

Some constructionists, focusing on national origin-
based forms of ethnicity in the U.S., view ethnic collec-
tive action as having little significance for economic or
political outcomes. Drawing on the work of Herbert
Gans, Alba argues that national background has been
reduced to a kind of ‘symbolic ethnicity’, a form of
‘vestigial attachment’.22 Like Alba, Waters focuses on
symbolic ethnicity, viewing ethnic identification prima-
rily as a psychological device through which individuals
come to terms with the contradictory cultural impulses
of modern American society.23

On the other hand, those who focus on racially-based
forms of ethnicity in the U.S. generally view it as having
practical as well as symbolic consequences. Omi and
Winant focus in their work on the ‘political contestation
over racial meaning’, one which is central to the organi-
zation of state institutions.24 Nagel discusses the ‘polit-
ical construction of ethnicity’, in which officially
recognized ethnic categories shape patterns of ethnic
mobilization.25

While most work within the constructionist approach
consists of empirical case studies, theoretical frame-
works have been suggested as well. Cornell and Hartman
describe numerous ‘sites’ of ethnic group construction,
such as politics, labor markets, residential space, social
institutions, culture, and daily experience.26 Nagel lists
external forces such as immigration, resource competition,
and political access, which influence internal processes of
cultural redefinition.27 Waters identifies the factors
shaping ethnicity choice as knowledge about ancestors,
surname, physical appearance, and the relative status
rankings of groups.28 Fenton argues that ethnic boundaries
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are created when cross-cutting ties lose influence, there
is a general breakdown of civic ties, and/or the state acts
in an ethnically-influenced way.29 In the more general
constructionist approach to boundaries, Tilly has identi-
fied five types of mechanisms precipitating the creation
of boundaries: encounter, imposition, borrowing, con-
versation, and incentive shift.30

The constructionist approach has also produced
theoretical work that focuses on the relative strength of
various primordial and circumstantial factors in deter-
mining ethnic boundaries. Cornell and Spickard link
three main variables to the constitution of ethnic groups:
interests, institutions, and culture.31 Cornell argues that
groups with existing strong institutional or cultural ties
will be less influenced by circumstances than those
joined purely by self-interest. Lopez and Espiritu, on the
other hand, argue that ‘structural’ ascriptive similarity
(race, class, generation and geography) is far more
important than ‘cultural’ ascriptive similarity (language
and religion) in generating pan-ethnic development
among groups of disparate national origin.32

Finally, there is theoretical work that discusses the
relationship between primordial and circumstantial fac-
tors. McKay presents a ‘matrix model’ which provides
labels for different cases of ethnic collective action based
upon the relative strength of circumstantial and primor-
dial forces,33 while Scott adapts a model of George Spicer
to argue that ethnic solidarity and mobilization arise
when groups possessing enduring sources of identity
face opposition from outside forces.34

While this theoretical literature is rich and insightful,
it has not provided us with a general, predictive theory
of ethnic boundaries. The various works discussed above
list and analyze variables important in the creation and
maintenance of ethnicity, recognizing how both primor-
idial and circumstantial factors aid the formation and
action of groups. However, they do not attempt to delin-
eate the interaction of these variables in a fashion suit-
able for making falsifiable predictions about boundary
location. In particular, the causal role assigned to ascrip-
tive ties is typically taken for granted rather than
explained. The theories implicitly assume that such ties
provide something ‘extra’ that boosts group solidarity,
yet do not attempt to show which ascriptive characteris-
tics will be selected in determining ethnic boundaries in
different sets of circumstances, or how boundaries will
change over time.

Hence, perhaps somewhat surprisingly, the plethora
of work that has appeared on ethnic boundaries has yet
to produce any theory that attempts to predict boundaries
in a fairly general way. As noted already, the literature is

valuable and informative for a variety of other reasons.
However, for those who believe that predictive theory
building is a key component of the social science ende-
vour, this has placed a limit on the perceived value of its
insights.

The rest of this paper attempts to build upon and
extend earlier work by presenting and testing a positive
theory of ethnic boundaries. The theory focuses on how
altruistic, other-regarding preferences are built up over
time and transformed into ethnic identities during peri-
ods of disequilibrating social change. Moreover, it ana-
lyzes the way in which conditions during periods of
change affect the way in which this tranformation takes
place, shaping the ethnic group boundaries that are gen-
erated. Finally, it attempts to show which types of eth-
nicity will tend to facilitate ethnic collective action under
each set of conditions. In doing so, it predicts the type of
ascriptive marker (e.g. physicial appearance, language,
religion, region of origin) that will be most salient in
defining the ethnic identities that people assume and the
boundaries of the groups that will mobilize. This work
builds upon and elaborates earlier work by the author
on a positive theory of ethnic boundaries,35 refining the
propositions that were presented, and operationalizing
for empirical testing.

The latter part of the paper is devoted to a statistical test
of the theory using cross-national data on ethnic groups
around the world. While it turns out that cross-national
ethnicity data is very difficult to find, it is still possible to
test the theory’s predictions about the relationship
between population and the ascriptive characteristics that
are chosen for ethnic boundaries. In one part of the
empirical test, the predictions of the theory on the sali-
ence of language and religion, relative to other ascriptive
factors, in determining ethnic boundaries will be tested
against data on the linguistic and religious distinctiveness
of ethnic groups in different parts of the world. In another
part of the test, the theory’s predictions for the relative
success of different ethnic groups in collective action are
tested against various indicators of group organization,
mobilization, and participation in conflict.

The Theory
This positive theory of ethnic boundaries is based upon
two major planks: a coherence-based model of identity
formation and a rational choice model of action. The
first is important in determining the boundaries towards
which identity is directed, and the second in showing
how such identity affects action.
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A theoretical combination of rationality and identity
may seem at first glance somewhat self-contradictory,
given that rational choice models are usually associated
with the assumption of self-interest, and identity is typi-
cally seen as an antithetical to self-interest. However, the
assumption that people are purely self-interested in their
goals is not inherently tied to rational choice. Instead,
this perceived attachment comes from the frequent asso-
ciation of rational choice with conventional assump-
tions taken from microeconomic theory. However,
mainstream microeconomics employs only one kind,
and the most narrow, of rational choice models. Indeed,
if one views things more flexibly, the assumption that
action is rational, i.e. directed towards particular goals,
implies not that goals are always self-interested, but
rather raises the question of what role identity plays in
defining those goals.36

The coherence model of identity is an attempt to cre-
ate a general, predictive model of preference and belief
formation.37 The basic assumption of the model is that
individuals will retrospectively adjust their preferences
and beliefs in order to eliminate ‘expected regret’ over
actions that are believed to be optimal, but for which
certainty is absent due to incomplete information.
Where observed stochasticity in the environment makes
it impossible for the individual to eliminate the beliefs
that are leading to her lack of certainty, then the model
implies that her preferences will change to place greater
value on consequences that are more reliably linked to
those actions. This in turn will cause individuals to view
their actions in a teleological fashion, that is, as fulfilling
a clear and predictable destiny. The model is consistent
with a choice-theoretic model of action. However,
unlike the conventional rational choice model, it implies
that identity not only influences action, but is itself a
product of action.

Among the implications of the coherence model is
that individuals engaging in cooperative actions that
generate uncertain outcomes will tend to develop altru-
istic preferences for others who benefit from their
actions. Though the initial motivation for cooperation
may be based upon mutual self-interest, over time coop-
erating individuals will tend to intrinsically value the
benefits of cooperation for their partners as well as for
themselves. This implication arises from the basic
assumptions of the model and the fact that when an
individual engages in cooperation within a group
towards a mutually-desired good, her action entails both
opportunity costs (the time, effort, and other resources
devoted to her action) and benefits (the enhanced provi-
sion of the good) for herself, but only benefits and no

costs for the other members of the group.38 Hence, by
increasing the value that she places on the provision of
the good to the other members of the group rather than
herself, she increases the subjective benefit/cost ratio of
her actions and hence can reduce expected regret. If such
interactions are repeated among the same or similar
group of individuals over time, then each member of the
group will internalize a group identity, i.e. incorporate
other group members into her own sense of self. A
strong identity will allow him or her to achieve coher-
ence by removing the possibility that her actions will
turn out to have been less than worthwhile given her val-
ues, even when the exact balance between costs and ben-
efits to herself is not certain.

With regards to ethnicity, this model fits well with
existing empirical findings. Perhaps the most notable
predictive finding in social psychology on ethnic identity
is the so-called ‘contact hypothesis’. Briefly stated, the
contact hypothesis asserts that positive feelings of iden-
tity among members of a population will be generated
by repeated cooperative interactions. A wide range of
experimental results have show that cooperation can
create sustained fellow feeling, even among quite hetero-
geneous sets of people. In particular, it has been shown
that sustained cooperation across racial lines tends to
generate non-transient forms of identity that transcend
race.39

In addition to these well-known results, there exist
findings in sociology from experiments on group behav-
ior showing that cooperative exchange tends to lead to
an intrinsic commitment to others.40 Finally, there exist
findings in comparative political science showing that
collective action to attain common goals can create
group consciousness that persists beyond the interac-
tions themselves.41

Given this, there seem to be some preliminary
grounds for attempting to use the coherence model to
predict the location of ethnic group boundaries. How-
ever, it still leaves some questions unanswered. Why
should group boundaries be ascriptive? Why should
individuals cooperate along lines drawn from ascriptive
characteristics? Why should the ascriptive criteria for
boundaries vary from place to place and across time?

In order to understand this, we need to analyze the
interactive nature of the relationship between action and
identity in the context of ascription. One of sociology’s
enduring principles is the notion that individuals grow
up with a strong attachment to a ‘primary group’, with
whom they come into frequent and wide-ranging coop-
erative interaction early in life.42 In virtually every soci-
ety in the world, the most important of these primary
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groups is an individual’s own family, either nuclear or
extended. In terms of coherence theory, the tendency for
an individual’s most salient early identity to be centered
around the family can be explained by the fact that the
family is typically the group that an individual cooper-
ates with most frequently early in life, and that these
interactions tend to range over all realms of experience.
As with other forms of cooperation, this cooperation can
be explained from a rational point of view as being ini-
tially a matter of the individual’s self interest within the
confined environments of childhood. However, over
time, as cooperative interaction takes place repeatedly
within the primary group, altruistic preferences towards
members of the group will be acquired.

A family, however, even an extended family, is not an
ethnic group. Besides the difference in size, an individ-
ual’s conception of her family is as a group of specific
individuals rather than an abstract ‘imagined com-
munity’.43 Indeed, we can make a distinction between
two types of group boundaries. A boundary that is
defined by enumeration of the members within a group
can be called a concrete boundary, while one that is
defined by specifying necessary and sufficient attributes
for group inclusion rather than each member individu-
ally can be called an abstract boundary. In general, the
larger a group is, the harder it is to sustain concrete
boundaries, since doing so will increasingly tax the time
and cognitive resources of members to become
acquainted with and remember each other individual
member. Primary groups are defined by concrete bound-
aries, while ethnic groups are defined by abstract ones.

Because of this, the development of ethnic, as opposed
to family, identity tends to occur as individuals venture
out from primary groups and enter larger arenas of
social interaction in which face-to-face acquaintance
with all whom they are cooperating and competing is
impossible. No attempt is made in this paper to claim
that there is a completely uniform process whereby this
occurs. Indeed the timing and circumstances of a indi-
vidual’s movement into larger groups will depend in
large part on the specific structural conditions of the
society in which the individual is living. In pre-industrial
societies, such movements may not occur at all and
interaction may remain restricted to primary groups
within an extended family or village. In societies under-
going modernizing structural changes such as urbaniza-
tion, industrialization, commercialization and political
integration, individuals may first encounter large-scale
interaction in urban metropoles where they migrate in
search of employment once they reach adulthood.
Finally, in highly urbanized societies, individuals may

encounter such interaction from a much earlier age, and
may do so in an environment where large-scale groups
already have an established organizational presence.

Nonetheless, via the combined application of rational
choice and coherence theories, we can posit certain reg-
ularities of group-formation in the latter two circum-
stances. In general, where the scale of interaction is very
large and the breadth of possible cooperation diffuse, it
reasonable to posit that it is to the advantage of individ-
uals to form large alliances with others in order to get
ahead in the competition for high-paying jobs, advanta-
geous residential arrangements, access to political
patronage, and other sources of social status. Solitary
individuals and even small groups will be at a great dis-
advantage in competing for resources with larger
groups. At the same time, groups that are overly large,
i.e. larger than they need to be to dominate the others,
will tend to fracture over the division of spoils amongst
group members.44

But exactly how large should such groups be? Among
the most throroughly empirically substantiated proposi-
tions within rational choice theories of political and eco-
nomic competition is the proposition that actors in
competition for benefits will tend to form ‘minimum
winning coalitions’ that encompass approximately half
of the total power resources in the given arena of inter-
action.45 For the analysis of minimum winning coali-
tions in democracies, it is generally assumed that power
resources are distributed evenly across a society’s popu-
lation, hence group size alone is seen to count. Coali-
tions that are too small will not be able too contend for
power, while those that are too large will fragement over
the division of spoils, since a subset of an excessively
large coalition may still be large enough to gain power
on its own. The larger the arena of interaction, the larger
the rationally-sized groups will tend to be, ceteris pari-
bus. It follows from these findings that when competi-
tion over resources takes place within a sufficiently large
population, the groups that rational actors will form will
tend to be large as well, and based upon abstract rather
than concrete boundaries.

This relationship between group size and ethnic
boundaries is relevant to two very recent works by
Chandra and Posner. In Chandra’s work, she argues that
ethnic parties succeed in part when the ‘ethnic group
they seek to mobilize is larger than the threshold of win-
ning or leverage imposed by the electoral system’.46 This
is not explicitly an argument about ethnic boundaries,
but its logic would imply that ascriptively-defined bound-
aries need to be of sufficient size in order to become
salient as the basis for ethnic political mobilization.
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Posner’s work argues that the Chewa and Tumbuka eth-
nic groups are adversaries in Malawi but not in Zambia
because, in the latter country, their group size is too
small to be used as a basis for mobilization.47 Both works
hence argue that an adequately large group size is neces-
sary for ethnic mobilization, though they do not focus
on the opposite problem of boundaries that are too large
and hence tend to fragment.

However, in addition to examining group size, explain-
ing ethinc group formation requires a certain twist away
from the usual rational choice examination of group
formation. While conventional rational choice theory can
help us to understand group size, it does not provide us
with sufficient insight into the origins of group bounda-
ries. Indeed, as an illustration, if power resources were
distributed equally in a population of size n, the number
of different ways in which groups of optimal size can be
formed is approximately nCn/2 = n!/(n/2)!2. Among all
such possibilities, how would large numbers of individu-
als converge upon a mutually agreed-upon set of criteria
for allying themselves with other individuals? Further-
more, why will individuals often form groups based upon
ascriptive characteristics such as race, religion, language,
and region of origin?

Here coherence theory can provide us with some
answers. An identification with a primary group can be
conceptualized in choice-theoretical terms as incorpora-
tion of the utility of group members into an individual’s
own utility function. Given such ‘altrusitic’ incorpora-
tion, it has been shown that individual action will not be
purely opportunistic and entirely based upon self-
interest.48 More specifically, each individual’s sense of
primary group identification will cause them to define
their goals in terms of the welfare of other members of
their groups as well as their own. This in turn will make
it rational for an individual to prefer cooperative action
within a large group that encompasses his or her prim-
ary group over that within a similar-sized group that
does not, since this means that the benefits that the indi-
vidual’s cooperation has for other group members will
be reflected in the individual’s own utility.

This rational attraction to large groups that encom-
pass primary groups can be used to explain, from
amongst the countless ways in which large groups can be
organized, the pervasiveness of an ascriptive basis for
cooperation in urbanizing or urbanized societies. Criteria
for boundaries of large groups will have to incorporate
existing kin, yet at the same time be broad enough gen-
erate sufficient size, as well as providing a social marker
that can be verified with relative ease when necessary.
Nearly be definition, the only characteristics that meet

such requirements are ascriptive ones such as race, lan-
guage, religion, and region of birth, the characteristics
that usually go under the heading of ‘ethnic’.

Hence both ascriptive commonality and an appropri-
ate group size encompassing that commonality will be
seen as necessary conditions for a particular boundary to
become salient for group formation. However, if multi-
ple boundaries meet such requirements, another factor
that can also affect the formation of a group is whether
or not a potential ethnic group boundary encompasses
individuals sharing common interests based upon spe-
cific economic or cultural characterics. For instance,
such shared interests can come from a common eco-
nomic position, be it based upon income level,49 occu-
pation,50 or control of a production sector.51 A common
political position may be created by a history of past dis-
crimination along the boundary in question, or simply
by the coincidence of the boundary with existing admin-
istrative units.52 A common position of this kind creates
a clearer policy agenda for the potential group formed
by the boundary, hence increasing the expectation that
collective action will result in immediate gains for group
members.

This leaves us with three major propositions regarding
ethnic group formation:

Proposition 1: The boundaries of a large-scale group will
be based on an ascriptive attribute that surrounds
rather than cross-cuts existing primary group bound-
aries and can be used as an extension of cosanguinity,
i.e. one of the following: race, language, religion, or
region of birth, or a combination of those attributes.

Proposition 2: The boundaries will also encompass an
appropriate share of the power resources in the main
arena of social interaction so that a ‘minimum win-
ning coalition’ is formed.

Proposition 3: Where multiple potential boundaries for
large scale groups meet the ascriptive and power share
requirements, the one chosen will be one that brings
together individuals sharing a particular common
position within the economic and political structure.

To summarize, rational choice theory shows why
groups of individuals have an incentive to form large
groups with abstract boundaries in urbanizing or urban-
ized societies and predicts the approximate size of such
groups in terms of power share, while indicating that
groups will also tend to form around common structural
positions. The coherence theory shows why such groups
are not based upon arbitrary aggregations that meet
minimum winning coalition requirments, but are limited
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to groups that are based on boundaries described by spe-
cific ascriptive attributes. As has been noted by a
number of scholars, this is ethnicity in a nutshell – the
ability to combine strong identification with members of
a community with rational maximization of one’s
goals.53

Data and Hypotheses
A wide-ranging quantitative analysis is helpful in testing
and refining this theory. One problem for testing the
theory cross-sectionally is that doing so requires unusu-
ally detailed information on social conditions in differ-
ent countries in order to determine the ascriptive
marker that will best fulfill the above requirements for
boundary criteria. Ideally, in order to make predictions
about which boundary will be chosen, a dataset should
have population, socioeconomic, and political indica-
tors for each country that are broken down according to
different ascriptive characteristics such as language, reli-
gion, race, and region, as well as according to various
combinations of these characteristics. Furthermore, in
order to test the accuracy of predictions, it should have
information on the characteristics of existing recognized
ethnic groups within each country in terms of the
ascriptive characteristics that set them off from the rest
of the population, their socioeconomic and political
position, and their level of solidarity and mobilization.

No existing dataset contains such information. Indeed,
uniformly coded cross-national datasets on ethnic
groups of any kind are quite rare, especially those that
provide a reasonable sample across different regions of
the world. Often, the main objective of most of these
datasets is to provide accurate population data on ethnic
groups, and with little or no data about their other char-
acteristics.54 Furthermore, where a greater variety of data
is provided, data on large ethnic groups is typically mixed
in with data on small communities that only inhabit a
single settlement, and the focus is on variables that are
not directly relevant for our purposes, such as the pres-
ence or absence of specific family practices or rituals.

However, information drawn from different various
sources does allow us to make tentative predictions, even
if the data fall short along some dimensions compared to
what would be ideal. Country data were obtained for
two ascriptive variables: religion and language. Data on
the religious population breakdown of different coun-
tries were obtained from the CIA 1997 World Factbook.
The World Factbook has 147 countries for which it carries
data identifying the percentage of the total population

that is comprised by the largest religious affiliation. Data
on linguistic affiliations were taken from the Ethnologue
dataset produced by the Summer Institute of Linguistics
under the guidance of the cultural anthropologist
Kenneth Pike. Ethnologue is widely considered the most
complete cross national catalog of languages available. It
covers 4406 distinct languages across 236 countries in its
1998 version, and provides population breakdowns for
each country according to language.

The Minorities at Risk (MAR) dataset assembled by
Ted R. Gurr and associates at the University of Maryland
is undoubted the most detailed source of worldwide
information on ethnic groups, describing numerous
characteristics of over 250 recognized minority groups.
This information focuses on the characteristics that dis-
tinguish them from other groups, such as their linguistic
and religious distinctiveness, along with their relative
population, as well as economic and political status, and
it contains indicators of collective action such as organi-
zational cohesion, mobilization and participation in
conflict. It reflects subjective codings based on second-
ary qualitative material rather than measures taken from
direct observation. Nonetheless, given the great diffi-
culty of generating such observations in a uniform fash-
ion across such a wide breadth of groups, it provides the
closest thing available to a cross-national catalog on the
characteristics of ethnic groups.

Unfortunately, no cross-national dataset with ade-
quate coverage exists on racial or regional affiliations
within different countries, nor the economic and polit-
ical characteristics of different religious or linguistic affil-
iations, much less combinations of those affiliations.
Moreover, the CIA data is incomplete in that it often
specifies only the population proportion of the largest
religious affiliation in each country, listing only the
names of smaller affiliations or simply omitting them.
While MAR identifies whether or not a recognized ethnic
group is religiously or linguistically distinct, it does not in
general describe the name of the religion or language of
the group. Most importantly, none of the data available
provides economic or political indicators for each reli-
gious and linguistic affiliation. Hence it is not possible to
test whether the religion or language affiliation would
meet the requirement of power share optimality.55

However, if we take the step of allowing population
size to stand in for power resource share and examine
only single-dimensional boundary criteria based on reli-
gion or language, there is a way to indirectly test the
proposition that a type of affiliation whose membership
meets the power resource share requirement will be the
more likely to form the basis for ethnic groups compared
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to those whose share is suboptimal. Admittedly, popula-
tion size is not an ideal indicator, but given that it is cer-
taintly one major component of a potential group’s
power resource share, its use does have some validity.
Using World Factbook and Ethnologue data, we can
determine for each ethnic group the population percent-
age comprised by the largest religious or linguistic affili-
ation in the country where the ethnic group is located.
The logic of the theory implies that the boundary
described by the largest affiliation, if it defines an ethnic
group boundary, will also affect the ethnic boundaries
for all groups in a country, not simply the one associated
with that affiliation. If the largest affiliation is too small
to be optimal as the basis for ethnic boundary criteria,
then all smaller affiliations will be too small as well. If the
largest affiliation is too large, then chosen ethnic criteria
must divide the affiliation into subgroups, in which case
they cannot be of the same nature as that defining the
affiliation. Hence, it follows that where the boundary
described by the largest religious or linguistic affiliation
is suboptimal, this affiliation will be suboptimal across
all potential groups using such affiliations as ethnic
markers. Thus, the closer the largest linguistic affiliation
comes to meeting the power resource share require-
ment, the more likely that ethnic groups will be based
upon linguistic distinctions. A similar logic applies for
religion affiliation as well. This generates the following
hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1: For each society, ethnic groups will be
more likely to be based upon religion where the size of
the largest religious affiliation in that society is rela-
tively closer to the optimal minimum winning coali-
tion size of half the population.

Hypothesis 2: For each society, ethnic groups will be
more likely to be based upon language where the size
of the largest linguistic affiliation in that society is rel-
atively closer to the optimal minimum winning coali-
tion size of half the population.

In other words, while religion and language divide
populations into categories in every society, the
extent to which these categories will become salient
for ethnicity will depend in part on how close the sub-
populations they contain are to half of the popula-
tion. Ideally, of course, one would prefer to choose
indicators for power resources to reflect per capita
levels of income and political participation for the
subpopulations described by each ascriptive marker
(i.e. potential ethnic boundary marker), but given
that no such measures exist, size becomes the best-
available indicator.

The MAR dataset contains indicators that can be used
to determine racial and regional distinctiveness of each
recognized ethnic group in addition to their religious
and linguistic distinctiveness, though there is no
information on which ascriptive characteristics are
shared with other groups. Nonetheless, there is some
reason to operationalize distinctiveness so that the influ-
ence of a particular ascriptive characteristic in determin-
ing ethnic group boundaries is interpreted as being at
least to some extent a zero-sum proposition. It thus
makes sense to operationalize distinctiveness variables in
relative terms as well as absolute terms.

Hypothesis 3: In each society, the relative strength of a
religious or linguistic marker in determining ethnic
boundaries vis-a-vis other possible ascriptive mark-
ers will be statistically related to the closeness to opti-
mal size of the corresponding religious or linguistic
affliation.

As mentioned, there is no way to use data from the
MAR, Ethnologue, and CIA datasets to determine levels
of income or other per capita power resources among
individuals who share a particular ascriptive marker.
However, MAR does have data for whether or not a rec-
ognized ethnic group is economically or politically dis-
advantaged. Hence one can indirectly extend the
operationalization of power resource share beyond mere
population size by examining a logical implication of the
theory – that ideal group size, in terms of members, will
be larger for groups whose members have less per capita
power than for groups whose members have greater
power. This is because, if per capita power resources
matter, disadvantaged groups will require more mem-
bers to build winning coalitions than other groups. This
in turn implies that:

Hypothesis 4: Recognized ethnic groups with greater
economic and political resources will tend to be
smaller than groups with fewer resources.

One possible operationalization of the model is to
view ‘groupness’ as an interval variable whose strength is
represented by the extent to which individuals within a
particular set of boundaries form active organizations or
tend to engage in collective action. This provides an
alternative way of examining the importance of the
group share of resources requirement, again using group
population as an indicator because of the data limita-
tions mentioned above.

It also provides perhaps the only practical way, given
available data, to examine the requirement of common
structural position listed in proposition 3, since economic
or political disadvantage can be used as an indicator of a
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shared low position within the stratification system of a
group’s society. However, interpretation of any results
for the structural position requirement would have to be
qualified, since such disadvantage is only one kind of
structural commonality, and groups that are not disad-
vantaged may still share a distinctive economic or polit-
ical position.

We can thus obtain the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 5: Recognized ethnic groups whose size
more closely matches the optimal size will tend to be
more active in protest, rebellion, and organization.

Hypothesis 6: Recognized ethnic groups which are polit-
ically or economically more disadvantaged will tend to
be more active in protest, rebellion, and organization.

Empirical Analysis
All tested models took ethnic groups as their unit of ana-
lysis. The first type of model tested (see Table 1, regres-
sions 1–4, dependent variables correspond to columns)
was a multivariate logistic regression, designed to test
hypotheses 1 and 2. The first dependent variable was a
dummy indicator of religious distinctiveness. More

specifically, it was based upon the variable BELIEF in
MAR, which indicates whether the group is seen to have
distinct religious beliefs and practices from the other
groups in the country. The dependent variable for reli-
gion is a dummy variable and was coded here as 1 if the
group was coded as being from a clearly distinct reli-
gious tradition (i.e. coded as ‘different religion’), and 0
otherwise. The second dependent variable is likewise a
measure of linguistic distinctiveness based upon the var-
iable LANG in MAR. It was coded here as 1 if the
group’s language or dialect was seen as clearly distinct
from that of the rest of the population, and 0 otherwise.

The two independent variables found in each regres-
sion were indicators of the population optimality of the
corresponding potential marker within the country
where the ethnic group resides. The theory implies that
population optimality is non-monotonic vis-a-vis pro-
portion of population first rising, then falling as a
marker boundary becomes too large to form the basis
for a solitary group. The most straightforward way to
model such a relationship is by including both the pro-
portion of the population within a country comprised
by the largest affiliation linked to a potential ethnic
marker, as well as the squared term of this proportion.

Table 1 Results of univariate logistic regressions

Notes: For each regressor, the top number represents parameter estimates and the bottom standard errors.

*P < 0.05, two-tailed tests.

(1) Religious
distinct

(2) Religious
distinct

(3) Linguistic
distinct

(4) Linguistic
distinct

Intercept −5.69* −7.58* −2.17* −1.84*
1.81 23.75 1.24 1.40

Proportion of population 16.99* 23.75* 6.16 5.72
5.42 7.34 3.80 4.42

Proportion of population2 −12.39* −16.83* −4.39 −3.05
0.43 5.34 2.70 3.24

Economic Disadvantage × Proportion of the 
population2

0.12
0.16

−0.02
0.12

Political Disadvantage × Proportion of the 
population2

0.45
0.20

0.01
0.16

Democracy × Proportion of the population2 0.02 −0.06
0.06 0.05

Nat. Income × Proportion of the 
population2

−0.00001
0.00003

0.000004
0.00003

Nat. Industry × Proportion of the 
population2

−0.049
0.028

−0.003
0.02

n 264 177 297 206
Concordant 60.3 71.1 54.5 64.9
Discordant 36.1 28.6 42.4 33.7
Tied 3.6 0.3 3.1 0.4
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The model would imply a positive coefficient for the lin-
ear term and a negative one for the squared term, form-
ing a parabola whose maximum is at about one half of
the population.

In further regressions, these two independent varia-
bles were accompanied by interactions between propor-
tion of population squared with measures of economic
and political disadvantage of these groups, taken from
MAR, as well as additional country-level information on
income level and level of industrialization taken from
the World Factbook and on level of democracy from
MAR. Such interactions can provide some indication of
whether the appropriate level for an religious or linguis-
tic affiliation to be selected as an ethnic marker is raised
or lowered by the average income or level of power of a
member of the group defined by such a marker. Given
that the logic of the theory suggests that optimality
should reflect the proportion of power held within the
boundary defined by the marker as much as the propor-
tion of population, we would expect a positive coeffi-
cient on the interaction term with economic and
political disadvantage, indicating that optimal size is
higher for markers that surround disadvantaged sub-
populations rather than those surrounding advantaged
subpopulations. The indicators for country income,
industrialization, and democracy were chosen to test the
notion that more narrowly defined groups tend to rise
under wealthy, industrialized, and democratic systems
that under poor, agrarian, and non-democratic ones,
due to greater openness in such societies. If this is the
case, one would expect a negative coefficient on these
interaction terms.

In the results of these regressions, the marker optimal-
ity variables had the expected signs, i.e. positive for the
linear terms and negative for the squared ones, across all
four equations. Moreover, the coefficients for religious
distinctiveness were significant at the P < 0.05 across
both the linear and square terms across both regressions
for religion – the only coefficients to reach significance
in any of the regressions. None of the interaction terms
were significant, and indeed all but the terms for polit-
ical disadvantage changed signs across the regression for
religion and that for language.

One interesting thing to note is that the linear term
was of slightly larger magnitude than the squared one,
but with a fairly stable ratio, between 1.3 and 1.5 times
in the first three equations, and slightly less than 2 in the
fourth. The optimal proportion of the population indi-
cated by the equation y = α1p + α2p2 in which p stands
for proportion of population, with α1 > 0 and α2 < 0,
will be the point at which dy/dp reaches a maximum,

which in turn will be the solution to the first-order equa-
tion α1 + 2α2p = 0, or p* = α1/(2α2). Given α1 between
1.3 and 1.5 times α2, this implies an optimal proportion
of between 0.65 or 0.75 of the total population, slightly
larger than predicted by the theory.

The second type of model was based upon ordinary
least squares regressions (see Table 2, regressions 5 and
6), and designed to test hypothesis 3. The first depend-
ent variable was simply an index formed by taking the
dummy variable for religious distinctiveness, multiply-
ing by three, then subtracting the sum of dummy varia-
bles for the group’s linguistic, racial, and regional
distinctiveness, taken from MAR. Such an index con-
trols in a rough fashion for the fact that different poten-
tial ethnic markers may cluster together a priori, and
that population optimality for one potential marker may
overlap with that for another. In other words, the index
measures not simply whether religious affiliation will be
selected as a marker, but whether it will be selected
above other potential markers for ethnicity. A similar
index was constructed for linguistic distinctiveness,
multiplying by three, then subtracting the sum for reli-
gious, racial, and regional distinctiveness. As with the
logistic regressions, the signs for both the linear and the
squared term had their expected sign. However, in these
regressions the terms were significant for both religion
and language at the P < 0.05 level. Moreover, the ratios
between the magnitudes of the linear and squared terms
were again in the 1.3 to 1.5 range for both regressions.

Three additional regressions (also on Table 2, regres-
sions 7–9), designed to test hypothesis 4, took a group’s
proportion of the population as their dependent varia-
ble, examining which sorts of economic and political
factors might cause average ethnic group size to be
smaller or larger. In this case, the proportion of the
population in question was that of the ethnic group
itself, not the largest group defined by a religious or lin-
guistic marker in its country. In particular, this was
another way to test whether relative economic or political
resource advantages would affect the size of the bound-
ary around which an ethnic group will form, independ-
ent of the specific marker used to describe it. The
presence of political and economic ‘distinctiveness’ are
coded as ordinal variables in MAR, though somewhat
confusingly different scales are used for indicating disad-
vantaged as opposed to advantaged groups. Further-
more, very few groups-were marked as ‘advantaged’.
Because of this, a simple dummy variable was created to
indicate those groups that MAR coded as disadvantaged
economically. There was no clear pattern across these
results, except for the fact that democracy seemed to
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lower the average size of an ethnic group, providing
some very limited support for the hypotheses about sys-
tem openness and ethnic group size.

The final three regressions (10–12), designed to test
hypotheses 5 and 6, took as their dependent variables
measures of political protest, rebellion, and organization,
respectively, each taken from MAR. As mentioned, theo-
ries of ethnic mobilization and solidarity have focused
primarily on an ethnic group’s economic and political
position to account for its degree of activity. In addition
to such factors, these equations attempted to investigate
the effect of population optimality. Again, the proportion
of the population in question was that of the ethnic
group itself, not that of any religious or linguistic affilia-
tion, and the calculations were independent of the spe-
cific marker used to define the group. The hypothesis
here was that, even if the percentage of the population
described by a chosen ethnic marker is close enough to
the optimal to allow the group to survive as a recognized
and well-defined entity, those groups that are closer yet
to the optimum will tend to be more active than those
who are relatively further away. Moreover, we should
expect the signs on the linear and squared terms to be
similar to those found in the previous regressions.

Interestingly, despite the change in the source of the
population proportion variable from regressions 1–4,
the resulting coefficients not only maintained the same
signs as those in the earlier regressions, but also similar
magnitudes relative to one another that they had in the
earlier ones, again at the 1.3 to 1.5 range, suggesting an
optimal proportion of between 0.65 and 0.75 of the
population. Though they were not statistically signific-
ant in this case (except the linear term vis-a-vis rebel-
lion), the conformity of their signs and relative
magnitudes across the board with those of the earlier
ones suggests that there is an underlying pattern behind
this series of results. Again, the variables for the eco-
nomic and political characteristics of the group and of
their country were not significant and exhibited no
clear-cut pattern, failing to confirm hypothesis 6. How-
ever, the interpretation of the results remain ambiguous
for the proposition regarding common structural posi-
tion, since there was no way to obtain data for the other
ways in which groups might be structurally distinct.

Hence the results of the regressions for the theory are
somewhat mixed, but they largely support the idea that
the ascriptive markers that will be chosen for an individ-
ual’s ethnic identity will be those that best conform to the
optimal group size given the overall population. Further-
more, they support the idea that the closer the size of a
group is to the optimal size, the more effective the group

will be in pursuing collective action. The fact that the
optimal proportion of the population is slightly larger
than predicted by the theory is interesting, and suggests
that certain factors, such as international competition or
diseconomies of scale in the exercise of power, may
inhibit a group comprising over half the population from
being an oversized coalition and therefore fragmenting.

Conclusion
As with all general, predictive theories, an emphasis on
parsimony was placed on the theory of ethnic bounda-
ries presented here. This meant that there was of course
no way to incorporate all significant factors that might
have influence on the formation of ethnic boundaries.
Indeed, the typical goal for such a theory is to tie
together a number of important factors is an original
fashion, and furthermore to generate nontrivial, testable
predictions that are not disconfirmed by the data.
Focusing on such limited goals was especially important
for this topic, where there has been little previous effort
aimed at general prediction and where comprehensive
data is very difficult to obtain.

Nonetheless, there are ways in which the theory could
be extended in the future. Most notably, while the the-
ory focuses on a single set of ethnic boundaries within a
single arena of social interaction, it is not inconsistent
with the possibility that individuals may simultaneously
carry with them multiple levels of identity that are sali-
ent for collective action, each operating at a different
arena. One natural extension of the theory presented
here is the notion that such multiple identities will not
cross-cut one another. Even if ethnic collective action is
initially built upon self-interest and an attachment only
to the subset of the ethnic group comprising the primary
group, the logic of the coherence model implies that as
repeated collective action occurs within ethnic boundaries,
a broader attachment will result. Once this occurs, it will
set conditions on the boundaries of other groups with
which the member identifies and acts collectively. Hence,
where the different arenas of interaction involve magnifi-
cations in scale, such as provincial, country, regional, and
world arenas, the model would imply that identities at
highers level of interaction will encompass rather than
overlap with those at lower levels, just as the initial
formation of ethnic identity encompasses parochial attach-
ments to a primary group. The labels that are typically
placed on identities at such levels could be pan-ethnic,
national, and even civilizational rather than ethnic, but
similar principles of boundary formation will apply.
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An explicit set of propositions regarding the way in
which these various layers of identity interact with one
another would have implications on the issue of ethnic
boundary change. Though individuals may possess multi-
ple identities, the relative saliences of these identities need
not be equal. Saliences may change over time, and particu-
lar identities may supercede instead of supplement others.
Again, the logic of the theory does provide material from
which propositions can be generated, since the rational
choice model suggests that the salience of a particular
identity ‘layer’ will depend in part on the incentives to act
collectively at the corresponding arena of interaction. This
in turn could quite plausibly be linked to the amount of
zero-sum goods being contested in that arena. For
example, as the primary arena at which goods are allocated
moves from the national arena to the regional or interna-
tional, one would expect subnational ethnic boundaries to
become less salient relative to larger boundaries.

Extensions of the theory aside, the results presented in
this paper seem to justify future empirical analysis which
will uncover in more detail the ways in which key varia-
bles of the theory relate to ethnic identity and collective
action outcomes. Furthermore, they provide clear evid-
ence that ideas about ethnic identity formation and
social construction need not be seen as contradictory to
the methodology of positive social science, and that clear
patterns exist in the way in which structural factors
affect the types of identities that are formed. However
tentatively, this paper puts forward a positive theory of
ethnic identity formation that predicts the outcome of
social construction, and subjects it to empirical testing
using mainstream statistical techniques. The door
remains open to further work in this direction.
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